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Abstract

Research of the life values of Russian students at an engineering university was conducted in order to determine their life attitudes and orientation towards the future. The survey was divided into 2 groups with 101 respondents. The value component was noted in the speech markers of social value expressed by the respondents in their discourse and set semantic speech units (phraseology and aphoristics). The discourse as a social process shows the results of mental analysis at the personal and cultural level of social interaction, while the cognitive apparatus of a person generates phraseology and aphoristics as verbal and cultural axiological codes reflecting the value picture of a particular native speaker. The subject of the research is the identity and life attitudes of Russian student youth, seen as a subcultural association. Targets have been set to identify which values are dominant among Russians in comparison with the foreigners, whether the value picture among Russian respondents is stable or changing due to world globalization processes and the active participation of youth at international cultural associations with youth subcultures tendencies. We tried to reveal, using phraseological units and aphorisms, whether the value picture has been enhanced due to foreign borrowings, or do we have the displacement of national speech markers of other value connotations? The stability of the value picture, the dominance of basic moral values, attitudes towards study and work, active melioration of aphoristics through borrowings that do not contradict the moral values of the national picture of the world are revealed.
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1. Introduction

In modern scientific discourse, the issue of a person as a subject of professional self-development is actively discussed, i.e. it is said about a person who designs his own way in the profession and determines the vector of his professional experience, starting with professional self-determination (Cook et al., 2015; Savickas, 2009; Wehmeyer, 2005). In this case, professional activity becomes a special individual value, being the basis for self-realization, meeting the needs for social recognition, support and expansion of social relations and contacts (Bentley et al., 2019). Accordingly, a person is actively realized in the profession through continuous learning, expanding his professional functions, mastering several professions.

Personal integrity with the variety of its identifications (professional, ethno-cultural, gender, etc.) is achieved through the interiorization of the inherent values in these identifications, the formation and objectification of personal meaning, which acts as a psychological mechanism for the development of the personality. An active transformative position and critical thinking of the individual allow constructing an internal basis of identity and socialization in a transitive society (Roca & Gagne, 2008). Modern approaches to the problem of professional and personal self-realization make it possible to link a person's aspirations for career progress, rooting in a particular social and professional group, and maintaining style of activity and communication in order to achieve the most complete self-realization (Roca & Gagne, 2008; Pavlenko & Yakushenkov, 2019; Wehmeyer, 2005). Thus, the study of the values of modern young professionals and students helps young people to build the trajectory of the professional path, to identify the main problem points of professionalization, and also correct the professional path.

We study the professional identity of young people, placed into groups according to their professional orientation – in this case, aspiring engineers. In other words, the subculture of the younger generation is viewed within a social association officially recognized at the state level - the university as a social institution responsible for personnel policy. But outside of Russia, youth identity is usually considered as part of the delinquent (hostile to the main culture) subcultural youth associations. Youth subcultures appear as a phenomenon for the struggle of the young generation’s rights (political, economic, as well as religious or national and cultural, if we are talking about national minorities). It is connected to age factors: the need to challenge, justify and defend one’s choices, allowing one to construct the reality of the future. The youth, who have entered subcultural associations, receive the positive reinforcement that allows them to achieve self-esteem, raise their social status, and activate their attitude towards national differences. Within the subculture, its own heroism and its own theme of creativity are developed. The latter makes it possible to detect subcultures materially expressing themselves through graffiti, preferred clothing, dance, music, song, the creation and use of slang.

Belonging to a subculture weakens the desire to get an education..

2. Problem Statement

The values of a particular community (professional, gender, ethno-cultural, etc.) can be studied through the analysis of the everyday discourse of the individuals who form this community. We consider discourse as a cognitive social process, reflecting the results of mental analysis at the personal and
cultural level of interaction, correlated with the social community and a specific historical period (Alefirenko, 2009; Gorbunov, 2013; Figgou et al., 2019; Kravchenko, 2012; Khairullina, 2016). The cognitive apparatus of a person generates phraseology, aphoristics as "verbal-cultural axiological codes", "ethno-specific discursive formations" (Buyanova, 2019), allowing, to a greater extent than other speech units, to assess their position. In this regard, researchers distinguish "phraseological discourse" and "phraseological picture of the world" (Buyanova, 2019). By “linguocultural value dominants”, following the researcher Karasik, we imply “the meanings that are the most essential for a given culture, their combination forms a certain cultural type, supported and preserved in the language” (Karasik, 2002), by replication we imply “data copying” from one source into another. Judgments about the world represent cognitization - the ordering of certain categories in the human mind, which allows (for the) storage and replenishment of information. This process takes place within the sphere of concept - “organized units of the people's thinking” (Popova, 2007, p. 104) and reveals “the mental signs of any phenomenon, which are reflected in the consciousness of the people at the stage of its development” (Popova, 2007, p. 104). Thus, the sphere of concept is capable of evolving with new value dominants.

3. Research Questions

The object of the research is the discourse of the first year students, typical representatives of the general population of individuals (youth and students of the first quarter of the 21st century).

The subject of the research is the student youth identity in relation to life attitudes and the internal basis of identity (Roca & Gagne, 2008), represented in subcultural groups.

Youth identity is a topic actively raised in scientific publications in most countries of the world. But outside of Russia, youth identity is usually considered within youth self-organizations of a subcultural type. Foreign researchers present youth subcultures as a phenomenon of the struggle for the rights of the young generation (political, economic, as well as religious or national-cultural, if we are talking about national minorities). This, as they found out, is associated with age factors: the need to challenge, justify and defend their choice, which allows them to construct the reality of the future (Hodkinson & Garland, 2016; Johansson, 2017), or, on the contrary, to admit their helplessness and adopt pessimistic attitudes (Tan & Cheng, 2020).

Young people who have entered subcultural group associations receive the psycho-physiological positive reinforcement that allows them to raise their self-esteem, their social status, and gain popularity (Crowe & Hoskins, 2019; Goldstein & Golan-Cook, 2017; Savickas, 2009) to activate the attitude towards national differences (Tapia, 2019; Figgou et al, 2019). Within the subculture, its own heroism and its own theme of creativity are developed. The latter makes it possible to detect subcultures that materially express themselves through sports (Ding, 2019), graffiti (Jacobson, 2020), in preferred Fantasy (Rutherford et al., 2016), clothing, dance, music (Gbogi, 2016; Rowe, 2017; Trainer, 2017; Wang, 2019) and song (Simões & Campos, 2014), mostly demonstrating racial identity. And also, it expresses through the creation and use of slang (Wang, 2019), in the deviant orientation of the youth subculture (De Backer, 2019; Liu & Xie, 2017; Pollard, 2016), in weakening the desire to get an education.

Russian researchers, unlike their foreign colleagues, are actively studying the subcultural relations developing within the structures of additional youth education (Kolesnik et al., 2020); they keep in sight
mainly state-supported organizations associations: students, schoolchildren, and development-training groups. The otherness of such youth is manifested in the desire for creativity, for the good, which is understood as the process of constructing the desired social reality in terms of self-creation (self-training) of a cultural nature, suitable for the constructed creative reality, in building a model of altruism, creative education and self-determination (Lukyanov et al., 2016). Also, elective courses, sports sections are under review (Kolesnik et al., 2020). Russian researchers have proven that the creative youth subcultures can be the place where human personality and willpower are formed and the greatest value is the ability to challenge oneself, organize a self-test for strength, which can be represented as an exam or a difficult test associated with an altruistic idea of the usefulness of the performed activity. Music and its emotional and intellectual aspects, the aesthetic pleasure obtained from a piece of music (Veselska, 2016) and the beginning of collective sports dance (Khestanov, 2016) can be a unifying means of the youth subculture in Russia. At the same time, there is a destructive ideology of street subcultures in cities and especially in social networks (Ivanov et al., 2019).

- Russian and foreign researchers (Pavlenko & Yakushenkov, 2019) agree on a positive assessment of the focus of youth subcultures on the development of the digital space, since it culturally unites peoples (Sugihartati, 2019).

- All of this allows us to formulate two hypotheses from the research: 1) if the Russian youth discourse really develops intercultural communication in a globalizing world, then there will be a certain amount of borrowings in slang, youth active phraseological units and catchphrases; 2) if the observations of previous researchers are correct, the identity of Russian youth (student) organizational associations will be based on the value choice of professional attitudes and the desire to study.

- If there are original Russian phraseological units and aphorisms in the answers of the respondents, as well as borrowings that have long been mastered by the Russian language, then we can talk about the stability of the value picture of the world of this group. If a significant number of borrowings of recent years from other languages was recorded in this group, it means the world linguistic picture is changing; at the same time, if new borrowings fit into the original national value picture of the world, it means that the borrowings have been adapted to the Russian language and have expanded its pictorial and expressive capabilities, values are enhanced, while the value picture of the world remains the same; if such a phenomena is absent, then values are displaced and replaced.

4. Purpose of the Study

The purpose of the study is to fix the students' judgments about their life values, which is expressed in speech markers of social value presented as stable semantic units of speech (phraseology and aphoristics).

Research objectives: 1) to conduct a survey of student group of one university on the use of speech markers of social value (phraseology and aphoristics) judgments;

2) to identify basic values and their speech markers in the opinions of judgments of young people;

3) to analyze student discourse in quantitative and thematic terms;
4) to explore the subject's worldview by analyzing the use of speech markers of social value judgments presented by stable semantic units of speech (phraseology and aphoristics);
5) to reveal the stability / instability of the value picture of the world of subcultural student associations due to whether Russian or foreign phraseology and aphoristics dominate the discourse, and how the identified borrowings are mastered by the Russian language;
6) to identify whether new borrowings fit into the original national value picture of the world, whether they are adapted to the Russian language, whether they have expanded its pictorial and expressive possibilities;
7) to determine whether the value picture of the world is improved due to borrowings, or this picture remains the same, or national speech markers of social values are being squeezed out due to the introduction of other value borrowings.

The research was carried out on the basis of the pedagogical platform of the Institute of Fundamental Sciences of the Kuban State Technological University. The experiment involved 101 respondents – the first year students (54 boys and 47 girls) with average age of 18; 45 respondents were technical college students with an average age of 16.5 (35 boys and 15 girls). Some of the results of this sociological study (the linguodidactic aspect) were covered by us earlier (Shaposhnikova et al., 2019).

5. Research Methods

The following methods were used to achieve the set objectives of the study:
a) a functional method, which is a way of studying the mental representation of a culturally determined value expressed by a respondent in a discourse on the basis of existing social experience;
b) sociolinguistic experiment;
c) categorical analysis as a way of distributing the obtained empirical data according to semantic categories, axio-conceptions, which made it possible to identify the signs and specifics of values;
d) conceptual axiological analysis used to classify the cultural values identified by the respondents.

The research tool was written survey. The respondents were asked to answer the question: "What is my perspective on life?" It was necessary to quote any citation, slogan, phraseological unit, write down one’s own thoughts; to indicate preference in numerical order if there were several answers. The respondents did not make a selection from the options offered to them, but they generated a statement and wrote it down, so we are talking about discourse, not about analysis of printed materials.

The survey was anonymous in order to elicit honest responses during the course of its conduction. Some respondents did not give an answer to the above question, and some gave several answers at once and numbered them according to the order of personal importance. If the respondents could not recall a certain quote, but really wanted to rewrite it accurately, they were allowed to use a cell phone and enter a phrase from the required quote into an internet search engine. This desire of the respondents revealed the strategy of selecting the most significant information in the discourse. It explains the fact that some of the aphorisms given by the respondents consist of several sentences.
6. Findings

We analyzed the linguistic identity of students only on the basis of stable semantic axiologically significant units which were generated by the respondents during the survey, expressing judgments about life values, and due to their typicality, the unity and stability of the value picture of the world of the young generation was confirmed. We divided value judgments into thematic groups (axio-concepts), identified native Russian expressions, borrowings, we paid attention to their exact or descriptive display by the respondents.

The origin of phraseological units, aphorisms, quotations, their literary or slang form were determined, which made it possible to track changes in the linguistic picture of the world at the level of original elements and the expansion of borrowings by the young Russian generation. In this regard, the materials are presented in tables, the right column contains detailed address information on the language unit.

1. Overcoming life's challenges. A rather large thematic group consists of phraseological units and quotes connected by a common attitude towards overcoming life's difficulties.

6.1. Overcoming life's challenges

A rather large thematic group consists of phraseological units and quotes connected by a common attitude towards overcoming life's difficulties (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Set expression</th>
<th>Address reference of set expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The race is got by running</td>
<td>“Viam supervadet vadens” - Latin phraseological unit, actively mastered by the children's song tradition: &quot;The race is got by running / Leading with the unknown battle, / The singing will get the road, / Take this song with you!&quot; (V. Tatarnikov)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Through hardship to the stars!</td>
<td>“Per aspera ad astra!” (Latin phraseological unit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Nothing is impossible!</td>
<td>Expression interpretation: “Nothing is impossible, the word itself says ‘I’m possible!’” (Audrey Hepburn)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Never give up!</td>
<td>Expression interpretation: “Never, never, never give up!” (W. Churchill)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>“I take a simple view of life: keep your eyes open and get on with it”</td>
<td>“I take a simple view of life: keep your eyes open and get on with it” (Laurence Olivier)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>&quot;If not us, then who?&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;If not us, then who?&quot; (philosopher Hillel (1st century BC), Jeanne D'Arc; modern military and volunteer motto)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Here and Now</td>
<td>“Here and Now” is the title of a Japanese anime series about courage and virtue.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>It hurts! It’s scary, difficult, normal, but necessary.</td>
<td>Interpretation and contamination of popular songs and poems, for example: “No longer ...”: “It doesn't hurt anymore, It's no longer scary, It's already calm. It doesn't matter anymore. Already dead, Already...&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As you can see, the idea (and value) of overcoming life's challenges has an interethnic character. The respondents included there not only phraseology, historical quotes borrowed from the Latin language and well mastered in the Russian language, but also the attitudes from science fiction closest to young people, as well as a description of the attractive heroic features of contemporaries-idiols: poets, actors, army men.

We mentioned here the kind of interpretation. It is the inaccurate retelling of the content of the aphorism, quotation. This suggests that the concept (more often borrowed or recently entered into the language) is so mastered by the language and so firmly entered into speech that it has received simplified versions of language expression. For example, lexical repetition was excluded from the expression “Never give up” (No. 4 in Table No. 1), which allowed us to remove excessive expression and some anguish of the statement, and made it possible to give the expression a life-affirming character. Contamination is also active. It is a technique for author's speech processing, which consists in combination with several expressions to achieve a different figurative interpretation. For example, number 8 in the left column of table number 1 has a descending tension: “It hurts, It is scary, difficult, normal, but necessary.” The original expression in the right column has an upward tension: “No longer ...”: “It doesn't hurt anymore, It's no longer scary, It's already calm. It doesn't matter anymore. Already dead, Already crucified, Have already been killed! Degenerates! Already without a fight, No longer necessary, No more whining, No longer a herd” (Restless Pinocchio).“Train with those who are stronger, love those who cannot be, do not give up where others give up. And you will win where you cannot win!” (Bruce Lee)

6.2. Moral principles

In our opinion, these principles are the most profound in the human conceptual sphere, they are associated with the concepts of honor and conscience. Karasik refers them to the "value picture of the world" because they express judgments of both moral, religious and legal nature, and also human common sense (Karasik, 2002). The moral principles quoted by the respondents are presented in table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Set expression</th>
<th>Address reference of set expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>&quot;Guard your honor from youth&quot;</td>
<td>“Guard your honor from youth” is the epigraph A. Pushkin’s novel &quot;The Captain's Daughter&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>&quot;And who are the judges?&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;And who are the judges?&quot; (A.S. Griboyedov)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Give the good.</td>
<td>A universal human moral category which is active in contemporary song and poetry. Interpretation of</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4 Be honest with yourself and others, achieve your goals, go through life with a smile.
5 Not to exist, but to live, not to allow walk over yourself, to help those who need it.
6 Pride and honor are above all.

The units presented above reflect the concept of honor, it is indicated not only by their semantic content, but also by the frequency of the word “honor”: “be honest”, “guard honor”, “pride and honor”.

One third of the aphorisms (numbers 1 and 2 in Table 2), expressing moral principles, were taken by respondents from Russian classical literature (school course). The rest contains moral and ethical attitudes of the level of the main (terminal) universal values, formulated by the respondents in their own words (subjective variation), which is very important for characterizing the stability of the conceptual sphere units. They reflect the mental state of a person, ranging from absolute love of life and unselfishness (“giving good”) and ending with an indication of the restriction of identity with other people, the declaration of one's moral rights (“not to allow wiping one's feet on yourself”, honor is above circumstances), etc.

6.3. Philosophical principles

Here, the dualistic principle of phrase constructing is a special feature, as shown in table 2.

Table 3. Philosophical principles based on dualistic concepts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Set expression</th>
<th>Address reference of set expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>It's time to stop waiting for surprises and gifts from life, you have to make life by yourself.</td>
<td>&quot;It's time to stop waiting for surprises and gifts from life, you have to make life by yourself&quot; (Leo Tolstoy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The new is what has been forgotten.</td>
<td>Expression interpretation: &quot;There is no new custom that would not be old&quot; (Geoffrey Chaucer, English poet of the 14th century)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The longer you wait, the more days you will lose forever.</td>
<td>&quot;The longer you wait, the more days you will lose forever&quot; (From the TV series &quot;One Tree Hill&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Do not judge, lest you be judged.</td>
<td>Expression interpretation: “Do not judge, lest you be judged, for with what judgment you judge, you will be judged; and with what measure you mete, it will be measured to you&quot; (R. Gryaznov)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
If at least you have one flowering branch in your soul, then a singing bird will always sit on it.

Interpretation of the expression: “If at least you have one flowering branch in your soul, then a singing bird will always sit on it. Life is full of beauty. Just take a look! Breathe in the rain and feel the wind. Live and fight for your dreams” (Modern interpretation of oriental wisdom; from the Web)

As can be seen from table 3, dualistic expressions have parabolic features and contain antonymic groups: wait - do it by yourself; new - old. Structures of complex sentences are presented, allowing to formulate an inference (than ..., so; if..., then). Proverbs are presented in the works of any ethnic group, demonstrate folk wisdom, and therefore are easily borrowed; a proverb is deep in origin, since it has terminal values which are important for group coexistence.

6.4. Study, work, education

This parameter demonstrates the attitude of respondents receiving higher education, but this topic belongs to a well-known field of educational activity that does not require the introduction of new concepts, therefore the respondents' answers are typical in terms of content and tend to the most frequent block of Russian phraseology and well-mastered borrowed. The results are presented in table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Set expression</th>
<th>Address reference of set expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Diligence is the mother of success.</td>
<td>Interpretation of the Latin expression: Nil mortalis arduum est – Nothing is too difficult for mortals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>As long as you live, keep learning how to live</td>
<td>Interpretation of the expression: “As long as you live, keep learning how to live.” (Seneca, philosopher at the turn of A.D.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>You can't catch a fish from a pond without working hard (literal translation) (English proverb: “He who would catch fish must not mind getting wet”)</td>
<td>Original Russian phraseological unit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>To achieve something, you have to try</td>
<td>General human moral principle, interpretation of well-known phraseological units.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Skill and work will always be appreciated.</td>
<td>Universal human moral principle. Interpretation of the expression: “Diligence is the mother of success.” Lines of the poem: “Without killing laziness in yourself, you cannot achieve your dream. / If you want to achieve your goal, work harder” (De Lens).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Without killing laziness in yourself, you cannot achieve your dream</td>
<td>Contamination. “Do What You Love” (Steve Jobs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Love what you do, do what you love, achieve goals with your own mind.</td>
<td>Interpretation of a universal human moral principle, formalized using vernacular (to step on someone's head)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Work, and do not step on people for money.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Study, work, education
As can be seen from table 4, the educational topic is less active among university students, but more active in the responses of college students: the ratio is 1x3. In our hypothesis, this is due to the feeling of relative maturity in the first contingent and the retention of the idea of themselves as schoolchildren among the respondents studying at college. It is noteworthy that in most of the respondents' answers, an independent statement of universal moral principles was demonstrated, a paraphrasing of phraseological units that have long been included in the Russian language, well adapted by them, is used.

The activity of educational and work topics in discourse also shows the self-understanding of the future as a value in the youth subculture.

6.5. A humorous approach to life’s problems

The statements, based on the playing of humorous assessment programs, are clearly distinguished from the general mass, these statements are exclusively borrowings, characterized by slang form. It speaks to recent entry into the language, prevalence on the Web, activity as a youth attitude. The set expressions showing a humorous approach to life problems and used by the students involved in this study are listed in table 5.

Table 5. A humorous approach to life problems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Set expression</th>
<th>Address reference of set expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Don't hang out with the bullies who don't help you shine</td>
<td>“Don't hang out with the bullies who don't help you shine” (popular phrase on the web)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interpretation of the expression: (in the version of a joke): &quot;Everything that did not kill me will greatly regret it, because now it is my turn.&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In a poetic version: &quot;It used to make me angry, / But now I'm waiting with pleasure: / Everything that didn't kill me – / I'm following you ... (means “revenge”) (David Malyutin; film &quot;I've had enough&quot;)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>That which doesn't kill us will regret this very much</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>In my next life I will be someone different! Normal, cheerful, they will like me!</td>
<td>From a popular song.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Accidents don't happen by accident.</td>
<td>&quot;Accidents don't happen by accident&quot; is the phrase of Dean Winchester, a character in the American fantasy television series created by Eric Kripke.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen from table 5, in the expressions prefixed in it, we pay attention in these expressions to their linguistic solution through the use of textual antonyms: to hang out - to shine; to kill - to regret. It also happens due to the hidden antonymy in the subtext: this life - the next life; normal - abnormal; to dislike - to like. It happens due to the lexical repetition of the same root words, allowing you to create paronomasia: accident, to happen, by accident.
This block of set semantic speech units is close to the samples of youth jargon characteristic of the global youth subculture, which has its own system of values and norms of behavior (Wang, 2019). There is the largest number of borrowings in the group of social value speech markers. This indicates that the globalizing youth subculture is realized and developed with active cross-ethnic interaction (Aceros et al., 2019) and that slang forms are most actively borrowed, being a product of the youth subculture).

Our sample of set semantic units of speech allows us to confirm the correctness of the conclusions of previous researchers that the youth subculture has mainly an anonymously collective author who sets the emotional features of youth slang communication (Kazakova et al., 2018), which clearly shows the view for the future, but at the same time it does not contradict the attitudes of the national Russian culture, therefore it is in the forefront of borrowing.

The limited space of the publication does not allow us to represent all the categories of respondents' answers (axiological concepts) that we have identified, but they make it possible to get an idea of the filling of the linguistic picture of the world, its basic and peripheral sections.

7. **Conclusion**

The conducted sociolinguistic research allowed to continue the development of ideas that the value picture of the world, which is reflected in the deep consciousness of native speakers in basic linguistic units (especially in phraseology and aphoristics), expressing the terminal values of society, can be analyzed according to the presented value categories. We have identified the following axiological concepts as the main ones for student discourse: overcoming life's challenges, basic moral values, attitudes associated with study and work. We noted the general dominance of student discourse as a speech marker showing the subject's attitude. It manifested itself especially clearly in the borrowings involved in speech; and this, possibly, will have an affect on the future accumulative process of the formation (in the Russian language) of a new linguocultural value dominant, associated with a major outlook on life. This fact also shows the replication of semantic units from other national cultures that do not contradict the national conceptual sphere and are capable of expanding and enhancing it. The active process of borrowing is characteristic precisely for the youth environment.

The factor of self-understanding of the future as a value, the realization of this value in study and work are revealed. The comparison of value attitudes in Russian and foreign subcultural associations is carried out. It was revealed that the trajectory of the professional path is not traced in spontaneously formed youth communities; identification is aimed at social protest. At the same time, intelligent youth associations purposefully organized at the state level allow their members to professionally define themselves.

Replication was also noted at the level of speech generation, which manifested itself in the wide use of interpretations when respondents expressed their thoughts, if it was based on phraseological units and aphorisms, national and borrowed. This highlights the process of mastering the expressive capabilities of the language by the young generation.

The linguistic identity of youth is stated, expressed in the unity of the moral and ethical attitudes of the respondents (students of different specialties, boys and girls) that manifested themselves in the youth discourse. This indicates that the obtained experimental empirical data reflects the real situation of the
presence of set national linguo-cultural value dominants in the linguistic picture of the world of the young generation and also it reflects the processes of forming new dominants which do not contradict the existing ones.

Russian youth discourse reflected the process of active development of cross-cultural relations in the globalizing world, which manifested itself in the advancement and enrichment of axiological concepts, in the using of borrowings.
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